Press Release
GLP appoints Natali Cooper to lead ESG in Europe
4th October 2021 – GLP, a leading investor and developer of logistics warehouses and
distribution parks, announced today that it has appointed Natali Cooper as Head of
Portfolio, Asset Management and ESG, Europe.
Natali has played a lead role in the development of GLP’s ESG strategy across its European portfolio and through its funds. Through the new role, Natali will be responsible
for the ongoing implementation and evolution of the strategy across the European business. In addition, Natali will remain in charge of the portfolio and asset management
functions as an ongoing strategic priority for the business.
GLP has established a broad range of environmental, social and governance commitments that elevate the business and create value for its stakeholders. These cover a
number of areas including developing and managing sustainable assets and promoting
the well-being of its people, partners and communities. GLP has pioneered market-leading sustainability initiatives in the logistics real estate sector including the development
of Magnitude at Magna Park, Milton Keynes which is one of the first designated netzero logistics building in the UK.
Nick Cook, President, GLP Europe, said: “Our approach to sustainability and ESG sits at
the heart of our decision-making process. Natali has led the way in developing our longterm ESG strategy and we are thrilled that she will be leading on its execution over the
coming years. We have made great strides in integrating ESG considerations across our
business but recognise that we, and the industry as a whole, have a long way to go. I look
forward to working closely with Natali to further develop our sustainability credentials.”
Natali Cooper added: “The logistics sector’s stratospheric growth and increasingly important role in the global economy has already placed the industry in the spotlight. It is
essential for the long-term success of our business that we take meaningful action to
reduce our carbon footprint and create a blueprint for integrating these buildings into
communities. This is both a moral and commercial imperative. The whole team is committed to delivering on our ambitious strategy and I look forward to implementing it in
the years to come.”
-EndsAbout GLP (www.glprop.com)
GLP is a leading global investment manager and business builder in logistics, real estate, infrastructure,
finance and related technologies. Our combined investing and operating expertise allow us to create
value for our customers and investors. We operate across Brazil, China, Europe, India, Japan, the U.S. and
Vietnam and have more than US$118 billion in assets under management in real estate and private equity.
We are committed to a broad range of environmental, social and governance (ESG) commitments that
elevate our business, protect the interest of our shareholders and investors, support our employees and
customers, and enhance our local communities. Learn more at glp.com/global
Our European operating portfolio consists of more than 4 million SQ M across the strategic logistics
markets, which is 98% leased to blue-chip customers such as Amazon, DHL, and XPO Logistics. In addition,

GLP Europe has a prime land bank which allows for the development of an additional 4 million SQ M. To
learn more about our European operations, please go to www.glp.com/eu.

